
Ohmishimado
Add：5714-19,Miyaura,Omishima Town

☎ ：0897-82-0336
Open：9:00～18:00
Days Off：Not Regularly

≪Information≫
This Japanese sweets shop
opened in April in 1987. The
tastes and methods have been
taken over from Kinseido, a
former sweets factory in
Omishima.

≪Good Points of Omishima≫
It’s comfortable to live with 
nature such as the sea and the 
mountains.

≪Message to the Visitors≫
Look!  : The motif of our 
wrapping paper is armors from 
here.   Different armors are 
drawn according to the sweets.

Yoshikawa – A Restaurant 
on the Island 

Add：5714-15, Miyaura,
Omishima Town

☎ ：0897-82-0392
Open：11:00～20:00
Days Off  ：Not Regularly

≪Good Points of Omishima≫
People are kind, and we can do 
what we can’t do in big cities.

≪My Dream≫
To have a restaurant where I can 
talk with every customer.
However, I’ll keep on working 
here for the moment.

The seafood bowl is good!

Local fish are cooked.
They are worth
eating many times♪

Omishimado Yoshikawa

Koko’s Vet

Add：5746, Miyaura, Ohmishima Town

☎ ：0897-82-1207
Open：8:00～12:00  14:00～16:30
Days Off : Wed. Sat. Sun.(p.m.) and Holidays

Interview to the Vet

O’o-torii

Add ：5714-8,Miyaura, Omishima
☎ ：0897-82-0826
Open：12:00～
Days Off  : Not Regularly

≪Information≫
It’s a 42-year-old
“Okonomiyaki” shop. It
was named after the Big
Gateway to Oyamazumi
Shrine, close to the shop.

≪Good Point of Omishima≫
People are warmhearted. I’ve
never thought of opening my
shop outside Omishima.

≪About Her Hair Color≫
I dye my hair every other month.  
It looks cool, right?

Modern-Yaki

Branch Office

JA

Miyaura Port

Miyaura
JA

Ｑ．Why did you start the clinic for animals in Omishima?
Ａ．Because there was not one, though a lot of islanders           
keep pets.  So  I hope to help the residents and their pets.
Ｑ．Why did you decide to be a vet?
Ａ．I wanted to learn a trade, and  was fascinated by this  
job, which helps both animals and people.
Ｑ．Do you have hobbies?
Ａ．I’ve been practicing hula for years.  Also, I like 
watching pro-baseball games and sumo on TV.
Ｑ．What was your first pet animal?
Ａ．It was Rimi, a rosy-faced lovebird.

I’m a big lover of birds.

OmishimaManju

≪Information≫
This restaurant is run by
a family. They named it
Yoshikawa after the
surname of their uncle.

Vet Nemoto Koko

Koko’s Vet


